
 

Subject 1： To conceal the “wash lung” & “freezing” two treatments as open to murder life, so anyone cannot stand by!   
Subject 2：Gifted President Trump:  Vaccine is a bastard, children don't to shoot only can to avoid AUTISM! 
Subject 3:  Notre Dame of Paris saddens to Self-ignition already…, but the call of justice at where？That maybe to 

call by Ca Professor inevitably!  
Subject 4:  Any NZ University has the duty to find out the murder guilt by vaccine of ex-WHO Director Margaret Chan! 
Subject 5:   AucklandU has the duty to popularize my four big inventions to save all New Zealander lives！ 

 This email at: www.ycec.sg/SG/190705-AU.pdf or 
www.ycec.com/SG/190705-AU.pdf 

Respectable 
The University of Auckland  
Vice-Chancellor Stuart McCutcheon,  
Faculty, staff &  
each student 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
 

I am the inventor of PCT/SG03/00145 patent, also can be seen at www.ycec.sg/nz/540943.htm or net, since 
2005year it already recorded in NZ Patent Office to application and published on July 29, 2005, but it certainly to 
come from in the dark to vicious intervene by CP-China, so the Office to delay until 2008year only can to start 
examination and grant a Patent Number is 540943 for me on July 06, 2009, but after no news up to now!  

Because the false and harmful of “vaccine" that already unmask from my invention, it though the fake vaccine 
original Britannic "invention" on 1898year, but it already reuse under the current CP-China dynasty that tool for the 
stupid people！ 

Therefore, to contrast WWII still ghastly the “vaccine war” of World War III to continue up today had fifteen 
years already, at the USA has a gifted President Trump, in the Europe still have a France hero who is the 
ex-President Hollande, but after the Fr President with WHO official still to avoid talking it seems that have great 
bribe or threaten so avoid talking…, no wonder, Notre Dame of Paris at the extremely sadden to big fire 
suicide from here!  

First to shown in the photo on the right, gifted President Trump 
is also aware of problem with “vaccine” and advises children don't 
take so as to avoid AUTISM and become a blockhead! 

Please also read the attached attachment, or from the 
www.ycec.com/HK/171103.pdf or htm to see my letter to President 
Trump on November 03, 2017 that in millennium not change my 
four big inventions same to suit anyone New Zealander you will be 
clear undoubtedly!   

    Furthermore，the focus from “vaccine” that World War III involves all New Zealander safety of life with 
basic values that unavoidable!  So the Trump Government to be angry to withdraw from the UN-HRC!     

Or as at www.ycec.com/HK/180531-SAC.pdf, this was my mail to that 492nd last American University before 
on May of 2018.  I also to inform all American, Trump who was a best USA president of seldom on sight，and wish 
all American must know to treasure with give full support, and not to become a flunky employ by the CP China! 

The fact as this, all New Zealander also life in the “vaccine evil hands” now, so you must to treasure this 
email! 

But the network spy of CP China omnipresent, I was just to discover, if your computer has as AVG Anti-Virus, 
the AVG already to cheat in my www.ycec.com had virus to hold back you understand fact as 
www.ycec.com/HK/190208.pdf by CP China’s bribe inevitably, so Czech AVG Company also to surrender and have 
not humanity and I will to call the law duty!   

You could be temporary to close the AVG, because www.ycec.com has not any Virus!  
And the www.ycec.net just teases by hosting of www.whois.com in deal with…same to bribe by CP China at 

www.ycec.net/SG/190302-W.pdf on March 2, 2019.   
Or on www.ycec.com/HK/190307b.pdf that fact of a network to block same as a King also occur at HK Now！ 
If the related of web page cannot to open for moment, you maybe change for www.ycec.net or www.ycec.sg !  



 

So please must to treasure this email and jointly to condemnation incumbent！    

Also because Vice-Chancellor Stuart McCutcheon your teachers and students without except are the sufferer 
of vaccine too, if you not immediately to brainstorming, it will be a great humiliation for AU of high status!  

Also therefore, I hope University of Aucklan can to guide by Excellency may lead New Zealand Society to run 
out this devilish cycle of vaccine to rebuild global society civilization, which is one of the themes of this email!  

  The right photo is France hero ex-President Hollande, why is he self 
announcing that he will no longer run for re-election on 2016year?  

Because Hollande with Germany premier Merkel same time to 
saw at www.ycec.com/UN/151021.htm that I had a letter to consulate of 
Hong Kong to know:   

Because dressing a coat of sovereign state but is the IS terror 
organize in the process to abuse civilization, so WHO continues to kill 
at random, MH370 was also skyjacked by them...., include terror attack 

“Charlie Hebdo”, Nobel to regret grant Obama the Peace Prize with since 2009year not to stint means to murder 
me, it can be seen from the www.ycec.com/Jzm/murder-3.htm, that details fact etc. clear undoubtedly too!  

And then Merkel hence at once visit CP-China after but as change by German life again to obtain 1700 trillion 
order of CP-China just glad go home on Nov.2, 2015, Hollande visit CP-China on that day and insist on to meet with 
Zhang Dejiang of Chairman of the National People's Congress to express to be interested in PCT/SG03/00145 
invention with my security inevitably, but not same the Merkel break up in discord!   

Especially then I had a letter at www.ycec.com/911/161107-fr.pdf fax to the Interior minister of France after, to 
prevent from CP-China as use 911 without end to threaten Trump inevitable too!  Also is for a short while to deal 
with endless Hollande only not to run again for his office to respond for CP-China with tell for inventor me that a 
France hero!    

 

The same, to see the www.ycec.com/911/161010-nz.pdf , I already had a letter claim to your 
Customs ministers，because this eGate patent is come from 911 after at once to proclaim by Bush 
President to hold up the stock market crash in the whole world the one of "three measures of aviation 
security",  the details at：www.ycec.com/911/Patent_Application_in_US.htm    

But，CP China for a start tort to steal on 2005year，and after to instigate the Intellectual Property 
Department of HK to send out a fake patent at：www.ycec.com/911/eGate-HK.htm，so my invention of 
eGate become the daring vanguard of＂One Belt One Road＂by CP China Government！  

Because the CP-China have no right to tort prevent and the honor of all New Zealander to 
significant than anything, so I hope your Premier Jacinda_Ardern who maybe to handle as 
quickly as possible! 

Similarly, it is thus clear at www.ycec.com/UN/161215.htm my letter after, your ex-Premier Ohn Phillip Key 
same the Hollande to resign for tell me it will defer to handle!    Not only such as, ex-Chief Executive of HK C Y 
Leung also under pressure must ahead of time to announce no longer run for re-election！  

The true internal cause just is to keep from my “washing lung” & “freezing” two treatments could be to open 
to lifesaving for public and lest by “vaccine” that obscurantist policy of CP China to ruin!  

Also, as the "Haiguo Tuzhi"《海國圖志》of the Ching Dynasty of China was published in 1832year, why it was 
banned at once and locks country?  But this banned book made Japan to prosperous and strong, why?  

Though this come from the history of China with Japan, but it merit to referral for any country! 

Because the "Haiguo Tuzhi" introduced the science and technology of western countries, but the Qing Dynasty 
thought: “If the people control the gun technology, my Qing Dynasty still have the Power and Prestige at all ?? 
This just is then order for a banned book with locked-country by the Feudal dynasty mentality! ”;  

Today, CP China prefer to kill thousand people also not have to hide my two medical invention that mentality 
at where?  If not the vaccine means to be a moron of the Chinese nation and the people of Hong Kong still have my 
three representatives?  Yes or no?  



 

Today’s CP China whether to compete with the Ching Dynasty still have sinister vicious hundred times?  
Also ought to collective discussion by all Chinese with any one country that time to arrive at！    

Though this “vaccine” of World War already to internationalization, at the right picture on last 
year, just tour at EU 13countries after the new Chief Executive of HK Carrie Lam same a 
diplomacy helper of CP China ultimate unable to defend her promise principles by rule of law in 
Hong Kong! 

From www.ycec.com/HK/CarrieLam.htm to see, it seems “instruct” by Chemical Weapons to 
attack ex-Russia an agent case at London after, I at once to incur same the attack by nerve gas of 
forbidden chemical weapon at Shenzhen City of China my houses on Mar. 16, 2018.    

So then I was go back Hong Kong a Hospital to emergency treatment on Mar. 21, 2018, but the blood test report 
to withhold to exceed had 29days and true or false is difficult to divide, so then I had a detailed report of how to attack 
by nerve gas to HK government on June 16, 2018 and requests must liaison Shenzhen City government to common 
examine, but HK government say no so must to call help with interest for worldwide!  

Still frowning of the 

President Putin！ 

When President Putin knew that the chemical attack in London was not by 
Russian agents and seemed to be closely related to the Chinese government, Putin 
was urgent to visit China to meet with Xi Jinping plan to reprimand! 

However, it can be seen from the news that the International Football Cup is 
about to be sponsored by a small number of people in Russia, but suddenly more than 
half of them are Chinese enterprise, Why? 

So the Xi Jinping of CP China urgent to award a "Friendship Medal" for 
President Putin of rapid call on and attempt "blow off steam" for Putin that also 
can be seen from the news on June 08, 2018!  

Is it possible only by the sudden emergence of a huge sum to support with the 
medal of friendship can to make up for Russian shame at the“chemical attack in 
London " ?  No wonder the President Putin still frowning on the right picture! 

Especially over the past one years, CP-Chinese Foreign Office still could be unblushingly open to clamor at the 
HK TV：“to register in the UN on 1984year that《Sino-British Joint Declaration》already invalidation!”, so and 
further by other occasions to threaten:  CP-China have the right at any time to nationalize all the personal property 
as the means for force HK Gov.,  continue to cheat citizen to inoculate vaccine that only can continue to fool with 
flunky to HK citizen and all Chinese people for final destination for the power core of CP-China! 

This is most sad one side of the Hong Kong government today! Because CP-China already gone on the 
antihuman stage and do not want to go back!   

Due to the CP China only for conceal in my invention that "freezing" treatment only can to favorable to 
popularize who’s fool means by “Cancer-Vaccine”, so since ex-15years up today in China not stint to butcher the 
Cencer-Patient already to exceed 4000 ten thousand is double for the World War II in China!  

Now returning to the “vaccine” theme: 
  Because by only have “germs” rather than “virus” infection that my newly medicine discover that only can to 

lead to the invention of the "wash lung" treatment in PCT/SG03/00145 and ahead of time to make public on May 15, 
2003, so the SARS crisis of Beijing, Hong Kong with Taiwan only 30days after has become the past! 

Also the same, in my invention of PCT/SG03/00145 that, I opened a path of life for cancer patient, that just is 
absolutely effective "temperature difference" or common name of "freezing" treatment and successful application in 
HK Hospital to be reported on September 03, 2003, at www.ycec.com/Cure-cancer.htm ! 

 

Unbearable of the Philippine President Duterte studiously to exclaim at his oration on Oct. 4, 
2018, the gist is: “…why do the Philippine have Chinese drug trafficker who actually is a visiting 
party of China Premier Li Keqiang and relation intimate at Philippines for other official of 
China. ...”, followed again to said: “I already had  cancer, if it is Phase III cancer, I will no longer 
be able to accept the treatment…”,  Duterte just by this a joke to sound out above conceal 
truth!   

So the HKTV immediately at the program of medical treatment to display by "freezing" 



 

Fury by 
Duterte 

treatment to healed a cancer patient of “malignant bone tumor” to notify Duterte on Oct. 6, 
2018, but the Duterte in the cabinet council laugh at him already to check no illness for any 
cancer seems to told for HK Gov. or CP China: “A joke, I still need not to please you to steal 
lzm’s medicinal invention! ” on Oct. 8, 2018! 

The HK report at: www.ycec.com/HK/181008-ph.pdf   

But why above two major medical inventions of "washing lungs" and "freezing" should be concealed 
around the world already it already to exceed fifteen years?   

Now, the new President Jair Bolsonaro of Brazil Hero same the Trump also to get up at South America to 
open blame the sinful global public enemy just is the CP China! 
       In the United States, as I said in my letter to President Trump, the open to threaten by “911 without end” and 
secretly bribed  Hillary Clinton to  dominated the impeachment point for Trump will the stage as Park Geun-hye 
ex-President that clear-cut to come out into the open!  

As we have seen above, the Communist dictatorship of CP China does not hesitate to butcher ten million 
public lives just to maintain his domination to become an enemy of whole mankind who also no to change color at the 
face of CP China!     So this just the cruelest origin of this century's world war! 

But New Zealand Hero at where？That maybe to call by NZ your Professor inevitably!   
Unusual is, the terrorist attack at New Zealand occur on 2019.3.15, but the backstage manipulator at where? 
Seen from the reports , Jacinda_Ardern Premier could not planned to visit China on Nov. of 2018 so relation 

tense, NZ Premier only can urgent to worship on April 01, 2019 but emergency shortened for 24hours, whether to 
fear the good play of “gasify-philters” by China that temporarily unknown ! 

Especially today the Paris Notre Dame already sadden to self-ignition, as well as Phoenix TV of CP-China the 
host of Mr. Peter Qiu to informed at TV: " France is no longer to shot vaccine " to tell for core of CP-China on ten 
days ago!   

Today, same a newborn mother of your Premier Jacinda_Ardern who yes or not still to shot vaccine for her 
daughter that only to fealty the dynasty of CP-China? 

Even though the "vaccine" originated in the West but it was reused by the dictatorship of CP China for a fool tool 
at Hong Kong after July of 1997, from the website www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm it has been well to known: 

Firstly, please see the following link www.ycec.com/HK/160519e.pdf or htm.  Due to "virus infection" but 
there is no scientific basis and harmful "vaccine" thus no place to hide!  

Secondly , from www.ycec.com/HK/161007e.pdf or htm visible, Communist dictatorship as early as after July 
of 1997 first actual control of in the Director of Health of HK that Margaret Chan Fung Fu-chun to seek pretext by 
"measles vaccine" boosters deliberately deceive more than 1.2 million 1-18 years old generation!  

    Thirdly, also from www.ycec.com/HK/170825e.pdf or htm that, then I sent a letter to Chairman of the Council of 
HKU Li Guozhang it can to see, the Communist dictatorship only to retain "vaccine" of idiot tool not to hesitate to 
sneaky application my "wash lung" treatment only can let the SARS crisis has become history, so after disuse at aside 
of this treatment and let the flu, tuberculosis and elderly pneumonia etc. patients to die a large number them also to 
stop at nothing, that is exactly the nature of dictatorship in today's China!  

More shameful is then the incurable cancer disease to become history under my invention and to appear in the 
newspapers also must to concealed besides, the Communist dictatorship of CP China still to hold the "vaccine" of 
idiot tool not to discard, and first push out the “rotavirus vaccines” and obtain WHO certification to change a new 
item continued to cajole small children in Hong Kong!   Immediately is, designedly to cajole schoolgirl with small 
girl that “cervical carcinoma vaccines” also in first launched in Hong Kong on 2006year that as in my letter to the 
Council of HKU Li Guozhang so need not dwell upon at here! 

Similarly, why New Zealander hospitals also do not have "lung wash" and "freezing" treatments that can 
publicly save lives for New Zealander?   Why is it that all New Zealander, including all teachers with 
students of universities who are still trapped in the "vaccine devil" trap of the NZ Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention? 
    Owing to the dictatorship of China has to hold unlimited funds can to bribe other democracies country 
politicians to defend his stupid citizens "vaccine" devil means, as in www.ycec.com/UN/161215.htm of my open 



 

letter to disclosed that have not any base fact to impeachment the Park Geun-hye ex-President by Korea's Congress, 
the case just is international concealment for my PCT/SG2003/00145 medical inventions is the continuation of the 
most ugly case to continue in the 21st century ! 

More relevant information from www.ycec.com/UN/120617/witness-history.htm  is clearly with no doubt!  

As shown in the right picture, a report for the CP China 
government has by unlimited money successfully to control the 
Egyptian immigration policy,  a vote of power in California, a vote in 
New Zealand and a UN accreditation permitting media coverage by 
on year mid of 2017! 

Before one year, Australia ex-Premier Malcolm Turnbull also 
publicly accused the CP China government of secret bribe control of 
the political situation in Au! 

In the United States, as I said in my letter to President Trump, the 
open to threaten by “911 without end” and secretly bribed Hillary Clinton to dominate the impeachment point for 
Trump wills the stage as Park Geun-hye ex-President of Korea that clear-cut to come out into the open!  

As we have seen above, the Communist dictatorship of China does not hesitate to butcher ten million public 
lives just to maintain his domination to become an enemy of whole mankind who also no to change color at the face 
of CP China!     So this just the cruelest origin of this World War III!   

As a result, your university has a science responsibility to openly discuss ways to let all students away from 
the evil hands of vaccines and to question the NZ Centers of Disease Control and Prevention when stopped injecting 
vaccines?   As well as when to let every New Zealand hospital have “wash lung” and “freeze” two treatment could 
be to lifesaving for public?!   Heroic New Zealander cannot let Trump President alone fight for vicious 
powers of CP China！ 

     However, about the equipment of "wash lung" treatment it can to find at my www.ycec.net or to be authorized 
by me. I will to make a fresh start the production and sales department and accept any inquiry! 

The more importantly is, from the www.ycec.com/HK/161007e.pdf or htm that “home health hygiene” 
by “Saturated Saline” it was very simple easy to use and need not to patent authorize, still merit your anyone 
teaching,  administrative staff and students at once to use and to disseminate use for any New Zealander home, 
that only can to vouch for any diseases do not occur and to leading the New Zealander life expectancy to stride 
forward for 120 years old!  

This letter send by email can be found at www.ycec.sg/SG/190705-AU.pdf with the details of Chinese at 
www.ycec.sg/SG/190705-AU-hk.pdf or com and it still will be file to witness in history of the University of 
Auckland with New Zealand, pardon me!  

If you have any questions please temporary email lzm@ycec.sg or Fax: 852-3111-4197, 3007-8352 for me!  
But, please must to look out, because the network spy of CP-China who was awful insane and often can to tease my 
website with normal receive in HK or SG!   

 

Respectfully yours   
PCT/SG03/00145 &    
NZ 540943patent/Inventor  

 
Lin Zhen-Man/SG/HK    
July 05, 2019 
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lzm Patent (liaison) Office 
10 Ava Road, Ava Tower #19-07 Singapore 329949 

Blk C-4, 13/F., Wing Hing Ind. Bldg., Hing Yip St.,Kwun Tong, Kln, H.K. 
Tel: 852-3116-0137  3618-7808  Tel: 65-6353-3647  Fax: 852-3111-4197  3007-8352 

Websites: www.ycec.com  & www.ycec.net  Email: ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk 
 

Respectable 
America President 
Mr. Donald Trump office    
Fax Number of Donald Trump office 
Dear Sir: 

The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW

Washington, DC 20500
Tel: 202-456-2121

Fax:     
djtrump@trumporg.com

I, Lin Zhen-man, HKID 188015(3) or SGID 2665604D.  
It all started with two of my own patent applications, in the strong intervened secretly by CP-China, the 

two of your predecessors George W. Bush and Obama who lost their reputation as shown in my 
www.ycec.com/UN/120617/witness-history.htm.   The whole world is also full of this turmoil uneasy…, 
but yet you still went against all odds to defeat Hillary and become elected USA President of the 45th, I am 
late to express my congratulations, hope you do not mind! 

Especially in 2016.12.15 date that open letter, I clearly pointed out: 
   『Now, for any money or belle means non to act on the Donald Trump the end stand out at 

America, American young man to equalize must take vaccine that fool-citizen means also must 
to stop! The Mr. Henry Alfred Kissinger also again in time visit China same as after the open 
letter to announce on January 17, 2015, and the Donald Trump non again only admit only a 
China in time same to send out more strong signal to the Jiang Dynasty of CP China !』 

As said above, for you as well as George W. Bush and Obama 
who have complete faith in CP China, as shown in the picture on the 
right at ifeng TV on May 27, 2017:    

Trump Listening: 911 without end!  
Just as expected, before your birthday 2017.6.14, then a white 

man gunner of Lone wolf style attacked your Republican of Lower 
House Mr. Steve Scalise and even profess to perish Your Excellency 
at the web…, until a news report to point out you had called :  

"... Xi Jinping and me are good friends!...” after, the terrorist attack only to little ease at USA…, this quite 
right is by heavily bribery above that the 911 not finished! 

On the contrary, created by the CP China central Jack Ma also on 2017.6.20 in Detroit City said in 5 
years will create one million job to please you etc. as this double dealings technique already know in global, 
no wonder the UN Secretary-General Guterres to feel that you also will be taken bribes so he nervous to 
shown on the next day: if the US no longer involved in global affairs, that will be replaced by other country, 
not a good thing! 

But from 2017.8.01, the Chinese Consulate General at Los Angeles city the shooting case is clearly 
show you two power countries that grapple in the dark it were very violent, so without purpose those 
terrorists attack of lone wolf in US only slightly to ease... 

The fact as this, while have huge money to temptation in the dark, to start any lone wolf terrorists attack 
as easy as turning one's hand over!    

Therefore, ago you to start off visit Asia one day, above the “911 without end” by CP China to open 
threaten Your Excellency again to start at New York to assume again to terrify you must in visit to kneel 
down to continue help to conceal my invention, because by “vaccine” trick to stupid with flunky all Chinese 
people all the while just is the core benefits！  

It was inevitable, if Your Excellency still no to take the lead admit my PCT/SG03/00145 in US 
Application No. 10/469,063 as George W. Bush and Obama, it will have most many American lives to died 
to have no choice!  The same, CP China at above open by 911 without end to threaten Your Excellency it 

Attachment
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will to lead blood-stained everywhere still at USA!   

The fact is that, the double-factions of CP China by money with corruption to challenge the 
democratic world that already into the open!  

And far from the case, ISIS also by a lot of money after to terrorist attacks “Charlie Hebdo” at Paris on 
Jan. 07, 2015 to threaten international media can not report my open letter, to see the 
www.ycec.com/UN/150107a.pdf,  because the report time by ifeng TV than the French police and ISIS 
self-disclosure is early and difficult to deny! 

Similarly, then secretly donated to the Hilary to establish a new political organization on May of 2017 
after, by the “Trump-Russia ties” became to advance impeachment Your Excellency that trick same as Korea 
coup the Park Geun-hye in my open letter at www.ycec.com/UN/161215.htm  

In other words, Your Excellency and the Park Geun-hye ex-President who had a same bad luck, 
nevertheless lucky that is all, because American media and officials no low as Korean, if not, in my witness 
at the ifeng TV that commentator also had to be arrogant and conceited: Your Excellency will become 
second of the Park Geun-hye!  

And therefore, oncoming to visit South Korea of Your Excellency have a duty to urge now the Moon 
Jae-in President must to guarantee the basic human rights for Park Geun-hye!  

Now return to the theme of today:  Why must the CP China make full efforts to prevent any country 
leader to accept my application of PCT / SG03 / 00145 invention which is lifesaving for national?   

That is as I a letter to the HKU’s Court & Chairman of the Council Mr. Li Kwok-cheung on Aug. 25, 
2017, your country in HK’s consulate may be easily to full text translate for Your Excellency, the main 
points below: 

1. All under "virus infection" that vaccines have no scientific basis and can be easily verified;  
2. By “bacterial infection” for basis that my “washing-lung” treatment invention is only the way to 

solve the SARS crisis and any flu in PCT/SG03/00145 on 2003year;   
3. On account the false and harmful of “vaccine" that is already unmask from my invention, it though 

the fake vaccine original western "invention" but reuse under the current CP-China dynasty that tool 
for the stupid people, and Hong Kong began on July of 1997 later by the Margaret Chan Fung 
Fu-chun to inveigled 1.2 million under 18years student with children to shot three dosage “measles 
vaccine”, you     can see the www.ycec.com/HK/161007.htm or pdf,  

4. The PCT/SG03/00145 patented invention also includes a "temperature difference” or proverb 
“refrigeration” treatment that already to open a save life big windows for cancer patient and succeed 
application in HK hospital reported by newspaper: www.ycec.com/Cure-cancer-hk.htm    

5. Because the "vaccine" already seen as a “treasure” tool to fool people by CP China, so above the 
"temperature difference” or “refrigeration” treatment same must to conceal and a more despicable 
regime means purposes also in this show no doubt: 
a. From the Mar of 2006, then the arbitrator of Nobel Arbitration committee visit HK before, at 

Beijing the Nobel prize Chen Ning Yang in the first send to HK to convinced HK’s academia 
must to prevent Nobel arbitrator to grant Medicine Nobel Prize for me …, in the TV news it 
could be to seeing, Dr. Yang grit his teeth and said that: “…nowadays China do not need the 
Nobel Prize!...” and after, all the arbitrator of Nobel by “ high standards” to entertain go away 
after, CP China immediately to statue at Guang-Zhou City thanks for Chen Ning Yang…     

b. Second, under the leadership of CP China Mr. Jiang, the health sector of HK immediately lied 
to incitement girls of HK to shoot more no any scientific basis those HPV vaccine of nipple or 
cervical cancer ect.!  For to lift the lie level, all the HPV vaccine again specially to labeled " 
British production " and high prices of 2-4K HK$ only to sell in HK, CP China still can to 
instigate a large number of Chinese come to HK to shoot, and first let those medicine flunky of 
HK income to add suddenly…;  

c. Finally, CP China Mr. Jiang Ze Min still easily calls out the HK Government to pay all the 
vaccine money in the dark after, again to call out the Community Care Fund (CCF) to appear 
personally free of charge, so all girls of HK no one not to be duped and then their growth still 
not to good by this vile trick no one not to stupid already, so still have a good offspring?!  

6. Not only that, I help George W. Bush to eliminated the 911 disaster of the USA 10 / 469,063 



 

 ３

invention patent still on hold, the Bush junior promise for me that may be temporary no to mention, 
but I had same two patent application in China still held up till now, but as the entry and exit control 
eGate claim, the CP China still can to order the HK patent office at ten years after to forge a HK 
patent let HK’s the entry and exit control Director of HK had an excuse of small bandit to refuse to 
pay the tort expenses and already to Along the Way for other countries by CP China etc. that 
temporary not to bring up might as well, but I must hereby clearly and undoubtedly to tell Your 
Excellency with other country leader： 

『…include the eGate claim that《three measures of aviation security》, and above the 
"temperature difference” treatment, “washing-lung” treatment with the health hygiene at 
home of “saturation-brine” total the four inventions for the world everyone does not avoid 
and will Millennium unchanged! 』 

    I also must inform the whole world, my invention still not made public and everyone must to 
use. We can not again to endure those total lack of humanity principle of power politics prefer to 
kill ten million life still to be perverse again and again continue to conceal medicine invention, and 
again to endure our global village full of the bandit face for mankind civilization to big fall back!  

7. … 
When the above the letter was send to Universities of HK by email after, "HK’s independence" at 

democracy wall that disturbance unceasingly, unfortunately, all the HK-U’s student to incur hitherto 
unknown “kill no pardon” that open threaten quell, all teacher also to face will never to employ threaten and 
by a small pretext to expel an can not obedient of elementary school principal to demonstrate authority by 
educate director of HK…, so the Ministry of Public Health of HK to continue rigorous all medium continue 
to lie to cheat citizen to shot flu vaccine of no any scientific basis, because false “One County Two system” 
in HK to be not in as my letter those fact!      

The above fact can not to deny, seen from the right, Your Excellency 
same to know the perniciousness outcome by vaccine already！ 

And therefore, see the www.ycec.com/HK/171003.pdf, when the 
e-mail send to Taiwan's Universities since 2017.10.01 after, by a report to 
shown, Your Excellency was depth perception to tell on Oct., 5, 2017: “this 
is calm before the storm!” , so attracted some media to speculation !  

It is because you are convinced that hateful crime of conceal by CP China it will to outbreak at the 
critical!    

Similarly, ex-WHO Margaret Chan only can at the Switzerland an iceberg to digging pit for suicide 
also do not dare return to Hong Kong face to the public, but WHO how to step down from the stage it also 
spectacular, no wonder the above UN Secretary-General Guterres who so as this nervous ! 

In China, the Communist Party still have how much dignity can to govern China also emerge the 
level already, so on the six months ago, by a reports to shown, Xi Jinping also to proposed in China to 
change to execute a presidential system, but as you recently said, Xi Jinping still not a king! 

No wonder there was a report to point that Jiang Zemin just in the “Nineteen large” to admit the“Xi 
nucleus”that only a games aims to cheat Xi Jinping to substitute and unjustly take the blame for Jiang 
Zemin! 

Especially in March this year ago, by www.ycec.com/911/161202b-uk.pdf can be seen, at your country 
that eGate of entry and exit control also not dare to open tort application my two doors of the program, so 
only can to separate application!    

But to stay a security hole and the efficiency will never be resolved, and including in your country that 
10/029951 application still exists only to be shelved still be modified, so I made the same request to you is 
only a matter of time!   

Also by www.ycec.com/911/170123-uk.pdf that was similarly, then I also as this claim to more than 50 
countries that eGate of entry and exit control time, but because temporary carelessness, so to omit introduce 
above the "temperature difference” treatment that total my four large inventions everyone does not avoid!   

That is to say, the US medical reform does not have any meaning, only to admit my invention, let every 
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US hospital have the "temperature difference” with “washing-lung” two treatments to lifesaving for more 
Americans!  And must to recommend the health hygiene at home of “saturation-brine” let every American 
family to free share my this invention that only can to guarantee American an average life span to outstrip 
120years, furthermore can to by a wide margin to reduce USA that sanitation expenses, this only is the most 
important nucleus benefits for America!   

The details of health hygiene at home of “saturation-brine” can to see at www.ycec.com/HK/161007.pdf 
that perfectly clear and need not patent expenses! 

Your Excellency already 71 years old, if you want to live till 120years old and be less likely to fall ill, 
this health hygiene at home it cannot missed, if you have time, again to “washing-lung” once at hospital, you 
live to outstrip 120years old really not difficult! 

All aimed at virus for cause those “vaccine” without any scientific basis from this webpage at : 
www.ycec.com/HK/16O519.pdf also no need to argue again, and the “vaccine” large battle at HK to see the 
www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm and because your Chinese person of talent very many, I think you will lead 
the way to propagandize and derive benefit for all American necessary, because Your Excellency have plenty 
of public morality and need not see the facial expression from CP China！ 

Your Excellency will visit Beijing soon, the CP China is most looking forward to take this matter in 
secretly to coax other countries’ leaders: " ... you see, Trump also obediently docile already!", its purpose 
aimed at intimidating other countries’ leaders to not admit my invented and apply. Consequential is, global 
civilization will experience major setback, the present inventors have to be in this to speak bluntly, please do 
not blame! 

   Due to not being able to look for your facsimile number at your webpage, so this letter must be 
faxed to U.S. Consulate General Hong Kong office, Consul General Kurt W. Tong has a duty to inform 
president Your Excellency and to assist translate interrelated Chinese attachments at once!  

This letter can be found at www.ycec.com/HK/171103.pdf to download or the Chinese original draft at:  
www.ycec.com/HK/171103-hk.pdf, because this letter’s subject matter same to related for anyone country 
common people’s life vital interests, therefore, this letter will transmit to consult for other countries leaders! 

Thank you!  
 

Respectfully yours  
     
 

Zhen-man Lin 
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